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viewing direction, of the objects in a 3D scene gives a
simple hidden surface removal procedure, the so-called
painter's algorithm: the objects are drawn one after the
other on top of each other, in the reverse depth order.
Notice that a depth order does not always exist; even
in a set of three triangles there can be cyclic overlap.
De Berg et al. [6] gave an O(m4=3+" )-time algorithm,
for any " > 0, that computes a depth order in a given
direction (or decides that no such order exists) for a set
of polygons in 3-space with m vertices in total. Faster
algorithms are known for several special cases [1, 6].
The interest in depth orders is not limited to
computer graphics. Suppose we want to manufacture
a product consisting of several parts. If a depth order
for the set of parts in a direction d~ exists, then the
product can be assembled by translating the constituent
parts one after another to their target positions along
d~. Thus one robot arm that can pick up the parts and
move them in one xed direction|the vertical direction
for instance|suces to do the assembly. (We ignore
here and in the rest of the paper the issue of how the
parts are grasped and manipulated, focusing on the
inherent assemblability of the product.) Wilson and
Latombe [18] call products that can be assembled in this
manner stack products. The simplicity of the assembly
process makes stack products attractive to manufacture.
See the collection edited by Homem de Mello and
Lee [11] for a survey of problems and techniques in
computer-aided mechanical assembly planning.
Many products, however, are not stack products,
that is, a single direction in which the parts must be
moved is not sucient to assemble the product. One
solution, proposed by Wilson and Latombe [17, 18], is
to search for an assembly sequence that allows to move
a subcollection of parts as a rigid body in any direction.
Although their solution has polynomial running time (in
contrast with many techniques in mechanical assembly
planning), its running time is rather high in the worst
case: it may require (m4 ) time in the worst case
for a collection of m tetrahedra in 3-space. Dehne
and Sack [8] study a similar problem in the plane:
They allow motions in arbitrary directions, but only
one part can be moved at a time. For a set of m
constant-complexity polygons, their algorithm runs in

Let S be a collection of n rigid bodies in 3-space, and let
D be a set of k directions in 3-space, where k is a small
constant. A k-directional assembly sequence for S , with
respect to D, is a linear ordering hs1 ; : : : ; sn i of the bodies in
S , such that each si can be moved to in nity by translating
it in one of the directions of D and without intersecting
any sj , for j > i. We present an algorithm that computes
a k-directional assembly sequence, or decides that no such
sequence exists, for a set of polyhedra. The algorithm runs in
O(km4=3+" ) time, where m is the total number of vertices of
the polyhedra. We also give an algorithm for `k-directional'
rotational motions.

1 Introduction.

Let S be a set of objects in 3-space. A depth order for S
in a given direction d~ is a linear ordering hs1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sn i
of the objects in S such that each si can be translated
to in nity in direction d~ without colliding with any of
the objects sj , for j > i. The study of depth orders
was mainly motivated by computer graphics, where
the existence of a depth order, with respect to the
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O(m2 log m) time. See Toussaint's survey [16] for an

extensive (albeit ten-year-old) overview of assembly
problems in the plane.
We propose the following alternative approach. We
are looking for a sequence that allows for assembling the
product by moving the parts one after the other, along a
small number of prescribed directions. This is attractive
from a practical point of view, where some directions
of motion are preferable to others. The products that
can be assembled in this manner can be considered a
simple generalization of stack products. The problem
of nding such an assembly sequence, which we call
the k-directional assembly sequence problem, can be
stated formally as follows: Given a collection S =
fs1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sn g of n rigid bodies in 3-space, and a set
D = fd~1 ; d~2 ; : : : ; d~k g of k directions in 3-space, where k
is a small constant, nd a linear ordering of the bodies in
S of the form h(s ; d~i ); (s ; d~i ); : : : ; (s ; d~i )i, where
hs ; : : : ; s i is a permutation of the objects in S , and,
for each j , the direction d~i is in D, and the object
s can be moved to in nity by translating it in the
direction d~i so that its interior does not intersect any
of the objects s , for l > j , throughout the motion.
Otherwise, determine that no such ordering is possible.
Note that we allow an object to slide along another
object during its motion. We call such a linear sequence
a k-directional assembly sequence of S relative to
D, and denote it by AS (S; D). The case k = 1 is
the well-known depth order problem discussed at the
beginning of this introduction, and can be solved using
the algorithm by de Berg et al. [6]. Their approach,
however, does not work for k > 1.
The above order actually induces a disassembly sequence, that is, a sequence of translations that will take
the product apart. The desired assembly sequence is
simply the disassembly sequence in reverse order. This
approach is common practice in mechanical assembly
planning when the objects are rigid. For this reason,
problems of nding an assembly sequence are sometimes
referred to as separability problems.
Our approach is more restrictive than that of Wilson and Latombe in two ways: we prescribe a small
number of directions of allowed translations, and we
only allow one part to be moved at a time. There are
products that cannot be assembled in our model, but
that can be assembled in their model. Nevertheless, the
assembly process resulting from our approach is relatively simple, which is advantageous in practice. Moreover, our algorithm for the k-directional assembly sequence problem runs in O(m4=3+" ) time, for any " > 0,
for a set of polyhedra with m vertices in total. (The constant of proportionality in the bound depends on k and
".) Thus it is signi cantly faster than their algorithm.
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Our approach works incrementally: For each direction d~i we maintain the subset of the objects that
are maximal in d~i ; an object is called maximal in d~i
if it can be moved to in nity in direction d~i without
collisions. We then take one of the maximal objects,
separate it from the remaining objects, and update the
set of maximal objects. This process is repeated until
all objects are separated, in which case we have found
the desired k-directional assembly sequence, or until
we are stuck, in which case no k-directional assembly
sequence exists. The heart of our solution is a new
data structure for maintaining maximal objects under
deletions. We present ecient maximality-maintenance
structures for a set of segments and for a set of polyhedra in R3 , which, in turn, rely on a dynamic data
structure for the following problem, which we refer to as
the maximality-reporting problem. Given two sets A; B
of objects in Rd , preprocess them into a data structure
that supports ecient deletions from A and B ; after
each deletion of an object b from B the deletion procedure should return the objects of A that become maximal (in the +xd -direction) after deleting b. We rst
present a maximality-reporting structure for the case
when A is a set of points in Rd and B is a set of hyperplanes in Rd . Using this data structure as a substructure, we present a maximality-reporting structure
for segments and for polyhedra.
We extend our algorithm to rotational motions,
where the d~i 's specify axes of rotation for the motions.
For this case, the running time of our algorithm becomes
O(m8=5+" ), for any " > 0. Prior to our work, most of the
study of separability problems deals with translational
separation; rotations are often handled by resorting
to in nitesimal rotations [10, 19]. Garca-Lopez and
Ramos-Alonzo [9] study true rotational motions, but in
a very limited setting: They consider separating a single
point from a polygon. Another recent paper dealing
with rotations is by Schomer and Thiel [14]. Given a
stationary polyhedron and a rotating polyhedron, they
can nd the rst collision point in O(m5=3+" ) time, for
any " > 0, where m is the total number of vertices
of the polyhedra. This has recently been improved
to O(m8=5+" ) [15]. In our solution to the rotational
ordering, we use the data structure devised in these
papers.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we present the global approach for computing a kdirectional assembly sequence. Section 3 presents the
maximality-reporting structure for points and hyperplanes. Since this data structure is somewhat involved,
we rst give the basic idea and then describe the data
structure in detail. Next, we describe in Section 4 a
maximality-maintenance structure for a set of segments
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in R3 , and in Section 5 for a set of polyhedra. We con- 3 A Maximality-Reporting Structure.
sider rotational motions in Section 6.
Before we present maximality-maintenance structures
for segments and polyhedra, we present a maximality2 The Global Method.
reporting structure, de ned below, for points and hyLet S be an arbitrary collection of rigid bodies in R3 , perplanes, which will be used as a substructure for
and let D = fd~1 ; d~2 ; : : : ; d~k g be a set of k directions. We maximality-maintenance structures. Let P be a set of
describe a general method to compute a k-directional m points in Rd and H a set of n hyperplanes in Rd . A
assembly sequence for S with respect to D. The method point is called maximal if it lies above all hyperplanes of
works by maintaining the so-called maximal elements in H (with respect to the xd -axis). A maximality-reporting
the set S . Given a pair s; s0 of objects, we say that s structure for P and H , denoted by (P; H ), supports
lies above s0 in direction d~ if, for every oriented line ` in deletions of elements from P and H , where the deletion
the direction d~, all points of s0 \ ` lie before any point procedure for a hyperplane h 2 H reports and deletes
of s \ `. An object s is called maximal relative to a set all points in P that become maximal upon the deleS in direction d~ if s lies above all objects of S n fsg in tion of h. Furthermore, besides constructing the data
structure, the preprocessing procedure should also redirection d~.
Our algorithm for computing a k-directional assem- port and delete the points of P that are maximal with
bly sequence uses the following \greedy" approach. Sup- respect to H . Since we delete the points whenever we
report them, a point is reported only once.
pose we have already computed the sequence
We present the data structure in three stages. In
h(s ; d~i ); (s ; d~i ); : : : ; (s ; d~i )i:
Section 3.1 we present the main idea and quote results
that will be needed later. In Section 3.2 we describe a
In the j -th step, we either compute a pair (s ; d~i ) such data structure that works well when m > nbd=2c , and
that s is maximal relative to S j = S nfs ; : : : ; s g then in Section 3.3 we present another structure that
in direction d~i 2 D, or conclude that no such pair works well for all values of m and n.
exists, in which case we stop and report that S does not
admit a k-directional assembly sequence relative to D. 3.1 Overview and auxiliary results. We rst
It is easy to see that this greedy approach is correct. In brie y sketch the main idea. We preprocess H into
order to apply this approach eciently, we maintain for a dynamic data structure, proposed by Agarwal and
each direction d~i 2 D a data structure Td~ that supports Matousek [3], for the upper-envelope searching problem,
ecient execution of the following operations on a set which supports deletions of hyperplanes and queries
that can quickly determine whether a query point lies
S of objects:
is
max: Return an object of S that is maximal in the above all the hyperplanes of H . This data structure
direction d~i , if there exists one. Otherwise, return a tree T , where each node v stores a subset H v of H
along with some auxiliary information.
Null.
For a query point p, the query procedure visits a
delete(s): Delete the object s from S , and update the
set of nodes of the tree, and, at each visited node v, it
data structure accordingly.
We call such a data structure a maximality-maintenance checks whether p lies above all hyperplanes in H v . A
structure. At the start of the j -th step each Td~ stores naive approach for reporting and deleting all points of
the set S j . Searching for a maximal element can now be P that become maximal upon deleting a hyperplane of
done by performing a max-query on each Td~ ; updating H is to query T with every point of P that has not been
the structures for the (j + 1)-st step (if there was a deleted so far. It will, however, be expensive to repeat
maximal element) can be done by deleting the maximal this step after every deletion. However, since the data
structure supports ecient deletion of hyperplane, the
element from each Td~ .
Let f (n) denote the maximum time required to procedure for deleting a hyperplane h visits only a few
build the maximality-maintenance structure Td~ (S ) and nodes of T . The deletion of h can a ect the outcome of
to perform n operations (either max or delete) on it, only those queries that visit one of the nodes visited by
over all possible sets S of n objects of a xed type the deletion procedure while deleting h.
To exploit this observation, we query T with each
and over all possible directions in 3-space. Then a kpoint
p 2 P only once, immediately after constructdirectional assembly sequence for a set S of n objects
ing
T
.
For each node v 2 T visited by the query prowith respect to a set D of k directions can be computed
cedure
for
p, we store p at v if it is not maximal with
in time O(kf (n)). We have thus reduced the problem
v . Let P v be the set of points stored at v .
respect
to
H
of computing a k-directional assembly sequence to that
When we delete a hyperplane h, for each node v visited
of designing a maximality-maintenance structure.
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by the deletion procedure, we also delete the points of
P v that become maximal with respect to H v . We report the points that were deleted from the root. We will
show that, by proceeding in a bottom-up manner, the
points can be deleted eciently (in an amortized sense).
This is the general idea; the data structure is described
in detail in the following subsections.
We now state some results that will be useful for our
data structure. The arrangement of H , A(H ), is the
decomposition of Rd induced by the hyperplanes in H .
The level of a point p with respect to H is the number
of hyperplanes of H lying strictly above p. Let Ak (H )
denote the (closure of the) set of all points whose level
with respect to H is at most k. For a parameter r  n,
a (1=r)-cutting of Ak (H ) is a set  of simplices with
pairwise disjoint interiors covering Ak (H ), so that
the interior of each simplex intersects at most jH j=r
hyperplanes of H . The number of simplices in  is called
the size of the cutting. Finally, for a set P of m points
in Rd , a family  = f(P1 ; 1 ); (P2 ; 2 ); : : : ; (Pl ; l )g is
called a simplicial partition of size l for P if P1 ; : : : ; Pl
form a partition of P and each i is a (relatively open)
simplex containing Pi .
Theorem 3.1. (Matousek [12]) Let H be a set
of n hyperplanes and P a set of m points in Rd . Let
r  n be a parameter, where 0 6 6 1 is a suitable
constant (depending on d).
(i) For any k = O(n=r), a (1=r)-cutting  of Ak (H )
of size C1 rbd=2c can be computed in O(n log r) time;
here C1 is an absolute constant.
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subsection present another structure that works well for
all values of m and n.
The rst maximality-reporting structure (P; H ), a
variant of the dynamic halfspace-range-searching structure by Agarwal and Matousek [3], is a tree based on
(1=r)-cuttings. It can be constructed in O(nbd=2c+" +
m log n) time and can delete all points and hyperplanes
in time O((m + nbd=2c )n" ).
Each node v of is associated with a pair P v  P
and H v  H . The root u is associated with P and
H . We will use v to denote the subtree rooted at v.
v is reconstructed periodically after deleting some
hyperplanes of H v . Let mv (resp. nv ) denote the size
of P v (resp. H v ) when v was reconstructed the last
time; put m = mu and n = nu . We set r = n , for some
suciently small constant  > 0. The value of r is the
same for all nodes of , and it is updated only when the
entire tree is reconstructed. We reconstruct the subtree
v after deleting nv =2r hyperplanes from H v since the
last time it was reconstructed.
If n  r then (P; H ) consists of a single node.
Otherwise, the root of (P; H ) is an internal node and,
apart from P and H , it stores the following information:
(i) A partition of H into subsets H1 ; : : : ; Ht , where
t  d1=2e.

(ii) For every 1  i  t, we store a (1=r)-cutting
i .
S
Initially, i is a (1=r)-cutting of Ak ji Hj ,
where k = n=r. Each hyperplane of Hi is relevant
for at most
(3.1)
 = 2C1 rbd=2c 1+

(ii) There exists a simplicial partition  of size l for P ,
simplices of i , where C1 is the constant arising in
with l 6 r, such that, for 1  i  l,
Theorem 3.1(i).
(ii.a) m=r  jPi j  2m=r; and
(iii) For each point p 2 P , we store a bit shallow (p),
(ii.b) each hyperplane of H that lies below at most
which is 1 if, for every i  t, p lies in some simplex
m=r points of P intersects (r) simplices of
of i , and 0 otherwise. If shallow (p) = 0, then we
f1 ; : : : ; l g, where (r) is O(log r) for d =
ignore
p from this version of the structure because
2; 3, and O(r1 1=bd=2c ) for d  4.
it cannot become maximal during the next n=2r
deletions.
Moreover,  can be computed in O(m log r + nr)
time.
Let  be a simplex. We say that a hyperplane h is (iv) For every i and for every  2 i , we store a pointer
to a subtree (Pi; ; Hi; ), where
relevant for  if either h lies above  or h intersects .
Let H  H denote the set of hyperplanes relevant for
Pi; = fp 2 P j p 2  and shallow (p) = 1g ;
. For any (1=r)-cutting  of Ak (H ), we can assume
that every simplex  2  has at most k + n=r relevant
and Hi;  Hi is the set of hyperplanes relevant for
hyperplanes, because otherwise  does not intersect
. By construction,
jHi; j  2n=r and, for every
P
Ak (H ) and can be discarded from .
1  i  t, 2 jPi; j  m.
3.2 The rst data structure. We can now describe (v) A counter count u, which is initially set to n=2r.
We rst describe how to compute i and Hi for
the desired maximality-reporting structure. Let m =
jP j and n = jH j. We rst describe a data structure 1  i  t. Suppose we have already computed
that works well when m > nbd=2c , and in the following H1 ; : : : ; Hi 1 . Let H i = H n (H1 [    [ Hi 1 ), and
i
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let ni = jH i j. If ni  n=r, then i consists of just one (?) No point of P v is maximal with respect to H v .
suciently large simplex, and Hi = H i . Otherwise, set
Deleting the points of P v that are maximal with
respect to H v can be accomplished in time O((m +
ri = r nni 6 r and k = nr = nr i ;
nbd=2c )n" ) in a bottom-up manner. Finally, we return
i
all the points deleted at the root of (P; H ).
and compute a (1=ri )-cutting i of size C1 ribd=2c for Deleting a point p 2 P . We visit in a top-down
Ak (H i ), in time O(ni log ri ), using Theorem 3.1. For fashion, starting from the root. Suppose we are at a
every simplex  2 i , let H i;  H i be the set of node v. If p 62 P v , there is nothing to do, and we return.
hyperplanes relevant for . We have
Otherwise, we delete p from P v . If v is an interior node,
we also delete p recursively from its children. Since a
jH i; j  nr i + k = 2rni :
point
of P is stored at O(1) nodes (with the constant of
i
i
proportionality depending on ), the total time spent is
Therefore
O(1).
X
Deleting a hyperplane h 2 H . We again visit in
2
n
i
b
d=
2
c
1
b
d=
2
c
jH i; j  r C1 ri = 2C1 ni ri
(3.2)
:
a
top-down fashion, starting from the root. Suppose we
i
2
are at a node v. We delete h from the set H v . If v is
We call a hyperplane `good' if it is relevant for at most a leaf, for each point p 2 P v , we determine whether p
hyperplanes of H v . If so,
 simplices (see Equation (3.1)). Then the number of lies above all the remaining
v . We return all the deleted points.


we
delete
p
from
P
`bad' hyperplanes is at most ni =r = ni =n . Let Hi be
If v is an interior node, we decrease count v by
the set of good hyperplanes of H i . We now repeat the
1.
If
the subtree
construction for H i+1 = H i n Hi . The above analysis v count v becomes zero, we reconstruct
v
and
return
those
points
of
P
that
are
maximal
implies that jH i j  n1 i , so the process terminates
v
with
respect
to
H
(recall
that
these
points
are
deleted
after at most d1=2e steps. Next, by testing each point
v ). Next, assume that count v > 0 and
from
the
set
P
p of P with every simplex of i , for 1  i  t, we
v
v
determine shallow (p) and the set Pi; for every  2 i . h 2 Hi . For each simplex  in the (1=r)-cutting i ,
for
which
h
is
relevant,
we
delete
h
recursively
from
the
If Pi; is not empty, we recursively construct the data
v
v
recursive call returns
structure (Pi; ; Hi; ) and store a pointer at the root substructure (Pi; ; Hi;). The
v that are now maximal
the
subset
of
those
points
of
P
to this subtree.
v
Here is a brief informal description of how this with respect to Hi; . Using the information returned by
calls, we delete and return all those points
data structure functions. The cuttings i cover the the recursive
v which have become maximal with respect to H v
of
P
`shallow' portion of A(H ). If a point p 2 P lies below
deleting h). Speci cally, a point is deleted from
such a cutting i , then there are at least ni =ri = (after
v if shallow (p) = 1 and if it has been deleted from all
P
n=r hyperplanes of H passing above p, so p can be
ignored in the current version of the tree, because the children of v where it was stored.
Following an argument similar to (but more inat most n=2r hyperplanes will be deleted before the
volved
than) the one used by Agarwal and Matousek
tree is reconstructed, so p will remain nonmaximal
in
[3],
we
can prove that the total time spent in deletwhile these deletions take place. This is the purpose
ing
all
n
hyperplanes
of H and all m points of P is
of the bit shallow(p), and the reason for recursive
bd=2c )n" ), for any " > 0, where the constant of
O
((
m
+
n
processing of only points with shallow(p) = 1. The
reason for maintaining t di erent cuttings is that we proportionality depends on ".
Lemma 3.1. Let P be a set of m points in Rd and
want all hyperplanes to be `good' with respect to the
relevant cutting, so that deleting a hyperplane can be let H be a set of n hyperplanes in Rd . A maximalityfor P and H can be constructed
done eciently, by traversing and updating at most  reporting structure
in O((m + nbd=2c )n" ) time, for any " > 0, so that
simplices.
The total time spent in computing the information the deletions of all hyperplanes and all points can be
stored at the root of (P; H ) is O((m + n)trbd=2c ). performed in O((m + nbd=2c )n" ) time.
Hence, it can be shown that the total time spent in
constructing (P; H ) is O((m + nbd=2c )n" ), for any 3.3 The second data structure. We now describe
" > 0. Note that, by the choice of r, the depth of another maximality-reporting structure for P and H ,
(P; H ) is constant (depending on ).
which combines Lemma 3.1 with a structure that works
After we have constructed the tree (P; H ), we well for the case when m is much smaller than n. (Here
change the sets P v stored at each node v so that the we follow a standard technique used in range searching
following condition is met:
to obtain space/query-time tradeo .) Following the
i
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notation of the previous subsection, we will use (P; H )
to denote the new tree, v to denote the subtree rooted
at the node v, and P v ; H v to denote the subsets of points
and hyperplanes, respectively, associated with v. The
root is again associated with P and H . The subtree
rooted at v is reconstructed after deleting jH v j=2r
hyperplanes from H v .
We now choose r to be a constant. (P; H ) consists
of a single node for n  r, and (P; H ) is constructed
using Lemma 3.1 for m > nbd=2c . So, assume that m 
nbd=2c and n  r. The data structure is constructed
recursively as follows.
Let p~ be the hyperplane dual to a point p in Rd
and let h~ be the point dual to a hyperplane h in Rd ,
so that p lies above h if and only if h~ lies below p~. Let
P~ = fp~ j p 2 P g and H~ = fh~ j h 2 H g. A point of p is
maximal if the halfspace lying above p~ does not contain
any point of H~ . We construct a simplicial partition
 = f(H~1 ; 1 ); (H~2 ; 2 ); : : : ; (H~l ; l )g of H~ in O(n)
time, using Theorem 3.1. The root of (P; H ) stores
the following information. For each p 2 P , we store a
bit shallow (p), which is 1 if the hyperplane p~ intersects
at most (r) simplices of . For each 1  i  l, let
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4 A Maximality-Maintenance Structure for
Segments.

We now present a maximality-maintenance structure
for a set S of segments in R3 . The time to build this
structure and to perform n max and delete operations
on it will be f (n) = O(n4=3+" ), for any " > 0, see
Lemma 4.1. This implies the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Computing a k-directional assembly sequence for a set of n segments in 3-space relative
to a given set of k directions (or determining that no
such order exists) can be done in O(kn4=3+" ) time, for
any " > 0.
Without loss of generality we describe a maximalitymaintenance structure for the +z -direction. It turns out
to be simpler not to tackle this data structuring problem
directly, but to rst apply the following decomposition
step. For a segment s 2 R3 , let s denote the xyprojection of s, and for a set S de ne S  = fs j s 2 S g.
Our goal is to construct a family

F = f(A1 ; B1 ); (A2 ; B2 ); : : : ; (At ; Bt )g;

of pairs of sets that satisfy the following conditions for
some given " > 0 and a suciently large constant integer
Pi = fp 2 P j shallow (p) = 1 and p~ intersects i g: r. Let ai = jAi j and bi = jBi j.
(C1) For 1  i  t, Ai ; Bi  S , Ai \ Bi = ;; each
segment of Ai intersects every segment of Bi . Also,
We recursively construct (Pi ; Hi ) and attach a pointer
the slope of every segment in Ai is smaller than
from the root of (P; H ) to the data structure
that of any segment in Bi , or the slope of every
(Pi ; Hi ).
segment in Ai is larger than that of any segment
It can be shown that the total time spent in
in Bi .
constructing (P; H ) is (m; n) = O(m n +" + mn" +
n log n), where
(C2) For every pair of distinct segments si ; sj 2 S such
that si ; sj intersect, there are two indices k; l  t
with si 2 Ak ; sj 2 Bk and sj 2 Al ; si 2 Bl .
(3.3)
= bd=2c=(bd=2c + 1):
(C3) For 1  k  dlogr ne, let F (k) = f(Ai ; Bi ) j rk 
Again, we want to satisfy condition (?), so we
bi < rk+1 g and tk = jF (k) j. Then
delete all points of P v that are maximal with respect
 4=3+" 
to H v in a bottom-up manner. Finally, points of P
X
tk = O n r2k ;
ai = O(n4=3+" )
and hyperplanes of H are deleted using appropriate
(A ;B )2F
variants of the procedures described in the previous


for1  k  31 logr n ;
subsection. Once again, with analysis similar to the
 3=2+" 
 1+" 
X
one in [3], we can prove that the total time spent in
n
n
a
=
O
t
=
O
;
i
k
deleting all n hyperplanes of H and all points of P is
k
r
rk=2
(A ;B )2F 
O(m n +" + mn" + n log2 n) for any " > 0, with being
for 31 logr n < k  dlogr ne :
the same as in (3.3).
Theorem 3.2. Let P be a set of m points in
Rd and let H be a set of n hyperplanes in Rd . A In the next subsection we show that, using the known
maximality-reporting structure for (P; H ) can be con- range-searching data structures [4, 13], the family F can
structed in time O(m n +" + mn" + n log n), for any be computed in O(n4=3+" ) time. We now explain how
" > 0, such that the deletions of all points and hyper- F can be used to construct the desired data structure.
For each of the pairs (Ai ; Bi ), we construct a
planes can be performed in O(m n +" + mn" + n log2 n)
maximality-reporting structure (Ai ; Bi ), as described
time.
i

i

i

i

(k)

(k)
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below in Section 4.2. More precisely, (Ai ; Bi ) maintains the segments from Ai that are maximal with respect to Bi . It allows for the deletion of segments from
Ai and from Bi . In the latter case, all segments from Ai
that become maximal upon the deletion of the segment
from Bi are reported. Moreover, the preprocessing algorithm for (Ai ; Bi ) should report all segments from
the set Ai that are initially maximal with respect to Bi .
Besides the data structures (Ai ; Bi ), we maintain
the following information. For every segment s 2 S , we
maintain three lists of indices:
A(s) = fi j s 2 Ai g; B (s) = fi j s 2 Bi g;
NM (s) = fi j s 2 Ai ^ s is not maximal w.r.t. to Bi g:
Finally, we maintain the set
M = f s 2 S j NM (s) = ;g
of maximal segments in S . It is easy to verify that M
is indeed the set of all maximal segments: If s is not
maximal, because it is `blocked' by some segment s0 ,
then there is an index i such that s 2 Ai , s0 2 Bi , so
the non-maximality of s will be `captured' by the pair
(Ai ; Bi ). All these lists will be updated as segments are
being deleted from S .
Initializing the lists A(s) and B (s) is trivial once
we have computed F . Furthermore, the preprocessing
algorithm for the structures (Ai ; Bi ) gives us all the
information to initialize the lists NM (s). Initializing M
is easy once we have the lists NM (s) available. Hence,
the time for initializing the lists A(s), B (s), NM (s), and
M is subsumed by the time spent in constructing F and
all structures (Ai ; Bi ).
We can now describe how to perform the max and
delete operations. A max query is easy to answer:
if M 6= ; we return an arbitrary segment s 2 M,
otherwise we return Null. Now consider a delete(s)
operation. First we delete s from M (if necessary) and
for each i 2 A(s) we delete s from (Ai ; Bi ). Next,
for each i 2 B (s) we delete s from (Ai ; Bi ). The
deletion procedure for (Ai ; Bi ) returns all segments
s0 2 Ai that become maximal with respect to Bi . For
each such segment s0 , we delete i from NM (s0 ) and we
add s0 to M if NM (s0 ) becomes empty. It can be veri ed
that conditions (C1){(C3) are invariant under max and
delete operations.
Let '(ai ; bi ) denote the total time spent in constructing (Ai ; Bi ) and in deleting all the segment of
Ai [ Bi . Theorem 4.2 below states that
" 1+"
'(ai ; bi ) = O(a2i =3 b2i =3+" + a1+
i + bi ) ;
for any " > 0. As already promised, the time needed to
compute the family F will be O(n4=3+" ), for any " > 0.
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Hence, summing '(ai ; bi ) over all pairs in F and using
(C3), one can show that the total0 running time of the
algorithm is bounded by O(n4=3+" ) for any "0 > 3". We
thus obtain the following result.
Lemma 4.1. Given a collection of n segments in
3-space, a direction d~, and a parameter " > 0, we
can construct a maximality-maintenance structure for
direction d~, such that the preprocessing time and the
time to perform n operations on it is O(n4=3+" ).

4.1 Computing the family F . Let S be a set of n
segments in R3 . We describe a divide-and-conquer algorithm to compute a family F = f(A1 ; B1 ); : : : ; (At ; Bt )g
of pairs of subsets of S satisfying the conditions (C1){
(C3) stated in the beginning of Section 4. Recall that
s denotes the projection of a segment s and that
S  = fs j s 2 S g. Let " be xed. We sort the segments of S by the slopes of S  and partition S into two
subsets S1 and S2 , where S1 consists of the rst bn=2c
segments and S2 consists of the next dn=2e segments.
We recursively construct families F1 and F2 for S1 and
S2 , respectively. We also construct, in O(n4=3+ ) time,
for  = "=2, a family
F12 = f(A1 ; B1 ); : : : ; (Au ; Bu )g
that satis es the following conditions.
(C10 ) For every i, we have either Ai  S1 , Bi  S2
or Ai  S2 ; Bi  S1 , and each segment of Ai
intersects every segment of Bi .

(C20 ) For every pair si ; sj 2 S1  S2 such that si ; sj
intersect, there are two indices k; l  u with si 2
Ak ; sj 2 Bk and si 2 Bl ; sj 2 Al .

(C30 ) Same as (C3) with " replaced by .
It is easy to verify that F1 [ F2 [ F12 satis es
conditions (C1){(C3), and that the total running time
of the algorithm is O(n4=3+" ).
It remains to describe how to compute F12 . We
construct the segment-intersection-searching data structure [4] on the set S2 , which can report the set of segments of S2 intersecting a query segment in the plane,
as a union of few pairwise disjoint subsets of S2. This
segment-intersection-searching data structure is a multilevel partition tree, each of whose nodes is associated
with a so-called canonical subset of S2 . The total
size of all canonical subsets in the tree is O(n4=3+ ).
For a query segment e in the plane, the query procedure selects O(n1=3+ ) pairwise disjoint canonical subsets whose union consists of exactly those segments of
S2 that intersect e. Using this structure, we can construct the family F12 as follows. We query the data
structure with all segments of S1. For each canonical
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subset Bi  S2, let Ai  S1 be the set of segments
whose query output contained the canonical subset Bi .
If Ai 6= ;, we add the pair (Ai ; Bi ) to F12 .
Next, we repeat the same procedure with roles of
S1 and S2 being interchanged. That is, we construct
a similar segment-intersection-searching data structure
for S1 , query it with all segments of S2, and add the
pairs (Ai ; Bi ), with Ai  S2 ; Bi  S1 , to F12 as above.
It is immediate that the family F12 satis es conditions (C10 ) and (C20 ). Finally, exploiting the distribution of the sizes of the canonical subsets in the data
structure and in a query output, one can show that F12
satis es (C30 ).
Lemma 4.2. Given a set S of n segments in R3 and
a parameter " > 0, a family F satisfying (C1){(C3) can
be constructed in O(n4=3+" ) time.

4.2 The maximality-reporting structure. Let A

Agarwal et al.
structure (A; B ), such that all a + b deletions take
O(a2=3 b2=3+" + ab" + b log2 b) time.

5 The Case of Polyhedra.

We now extend our solution for a set of (possibly
nonconvex) polyhedra. Let S be a collection of n
polyhedra in R3 with m vertices in total. As above,
we will develop a maximality-maintenance structure for
S , relative to the +z -direction.
For a polyhedron P , let F (P ), E (P ), and V (P )
denote the set of faces, edges, and vertices of P ,
respectively. Furthermore, let F (S ), E (S ), and V (S )
denote the set of faces, edges, and vertices of all
polyhedra in S . Recall that an object is maximal in
the +z -direction with respect to a set of objects if the
object can be translated to in nity in the +z -direction
without colliding with any of the objects in the set. A
polyhedron P 2 S is maximal if and only if every face
f 2 F (P ) is maximal with respect to V (S ) n V (P ), every
edge e 2 E (P ) is maximal with respect to E (S ) n E (P ),
and every vertex v 2 V (P ) is maximal with respect to
F (S ) n F (P ).
Using this observation, our maximalitymaintenance structure for polyhedra works as follows.
For each polyhedron P we have a counter that counts
the number of features (vertices, edges, faces) of P that
are maximal with respect to the corresponding features
(faces, edges, vertices) of the other polyhedra. When
this counter becomes equal to the total number of features of P , then P itself becomes maximal. Next we
describe how to maintain this counter.
First consider the edges of a polyhedron. In the
previous section we have seen how to maintain maximal
elements in a set of segments in R3 . However, we cannot
use this structure directly for the set E (S ), because we
are now interested in determining whether an edge of a
polyhedron P is maximal with respect to E (S ) n E (P ).
Fortunately, the needed modi cation is relatively easy.
We reformulate conditions (C1) and (C2) for the family
F stated in Section 4.
(C100 ) For 1  i  t, we have Ai ; Bi  E (S ), Ai \ Bi =
;, each segment of Ai intersects every segment
of Bi ; either the slope of every segment in Ai is
smaller than that of any segment in Bi , or the
slope of every segment in Ai is larger than that of
any segment in Bi ; and no polyhedron has edges
in both Ai and Bi .

and B denote two sets of segments in R3 satisfying
condition (C1), that is, every segment in A intersects
all segments in B  , and, say, the slope of every segment
in A is smaller than the slope of any segment in B  .
Recall that the data structure (A; B ) should support
deletions of segments from A and B ; the procedure for
deleting a segment e from B should report all segments
from A that become maximal with respect to B upon
the deletion of e. Furthermore, the preprocessing
algorithm should return all segments in A that are
maximal with respect to B .
For a segment e in R3 , let (e) and $(e) denote,
respectively, the Plucker point and the Plucker hyperplane, represented in R5 , of the line supporting e and
oriented in the increasing x-direction [7]. We will use
the following observation made by Chazelle et al. [7].
Observation 4.3. Let ` and `0 be two lines in R3
oriented from left to right such that the slope of ` is
smaller (resp. greater) than that of `0  . Then ` lies above
`0 in the +z -direction if and only if the Plucker point of
` lies above (resp. below) the Plucker hyperplane of `0 .
Since the slope of every segment in A is smaller
than that of any segment in B  and each segment
of A intersects every segment of B  , a segment e of
A is maximal with respect to B if and only if (e)
lies above all hyperplanes $(e0 ), for e0 2 B . Hence,
the problem reduces to constructing the maximalitymaintenance data structure, described in Section 3, for
the set of points P = f(e) j e 2 Ag and the set of
hyperplanes H = f$(e0 ) j e0 2 B g. Plugging d = 5 into
Theorem 3.2, we obtain the following result.
00 ) For every pair sk ; sl 2 E (S ) such that s and s
k
l
Theorem 4.2. Let A and B be two sets of seg- (C2 intersect
and
belong
to
di
erent
polyhedra,
there
3
ments in R satisfying condition (C1), and let a = jAj
are two indices i; j  t with sk 2 Ai ; Bj and
and b = jB j. These sets can be preprocessed in time
s
l 2 Bi ; A j .
O(a2=3 b2=3+" + ab" + b log b) into a maximality-reporting
With these new conditions on F we can apply
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our previous solution. To compute the new family F
we use a divide-and-conquer strategy and a segmentintersection-searching structure, as before. The only
di erence is that there is an additional restriction in
the segment-intersection searching: given a segment e
in the plane, the structure should report all intersected
segments whose label is di erent from the label of e ,
where the label of a segment e is the polyhedron that
contains the edge e.
Next, we construct a data structure for maintaining maximal vertices and maximal faces. We describe the structure only for maintaining maximal vertices; the structure for maximal faces is similar and
has the same performance bounds. We may assume,
with no loss of generality, that all faces are triangles. As in the case of edges, we want to determine whether a vertex of P is maximal with respect
to F (S ) n F (P ). To this end we construct a family
F = f(V1 ; F1 ); (V2 ; F2 ); : : : ; (Vt ; Ft )g, satisfying the following conditions.
(D1) For 1  i  t, we have Vi  V (S ), Fi  F (S ),
each point p 2 Vi lies in every triangle f  2 Fi ,
and there is no polyhedron P such that Vi contains
a vertex of P and Fi contains a face of P .
(D2) For every pair (v; f ) 2 V  F such that v 2 f 
and v and f belong to di erent polyhedra, there is
an i  t with v 2 Vi and f 2 Fi .
(D3) Similar to (C3).
Computing the family F can be done in essentially
the same way as before: we construct a triangularrange-searching structure for the set V  and we query
with each triangle in T . The canonical subsets in the
structure are the sets Vi ; the corresponding set Ti is
formed by all triangles for which that canonical subset
is reported by the query procedure. A triangular range
query on a set of m points in the plane can be answered
in O(m1=3+" ) time after O(m4=3+" ) preprocessing [4].
For each pair (Pi ; Ti ) in F we need a maximalitymaintenance structure. In view of conditions (D1) and
(D2), we can replace triangles of Fi by their supporting
planes. We have therefore reduced the problem to a
maximality-reporting problem for points and planes in
R3 . Applying Theorem 3.2 with d = 3, observing that
the resulting time complexity is subsumed by that of the
above planar range searching, and putting everything
together, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Computing a k-directional assembly sequence for a set of polyhedra in 3-space with m
vertices in total, relative to a given set of k directions
(or determining that no such sequence exists), can be
done in O(km4=3+" ) time, for any " > 0.
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6 Rotational Order.

So far we have discussed assembly sequences where the
motion of each part is translational. Next we extend our
method to the case where some, or all, of the directions
d~i 2 D are rotational around some xed axis in 3-space,
with di erent axes of rotation for di erent d~i 's.
We de ne a rotational direction of motion d~i in
the following way. Now d~i stands for a directed line
in 3-space, and we de ne the motion clockwise around
the line when looking in the direction d~i . We make
the following assumption: all the objects in S lie on
one side of a plane through d~i . We denote by Hi the
halfspace bounded by this plane and containing all the
objects. We say that the object s 2 S can be separated
from the objects in S n fsg by a rotation around d~i , if
the interior of the volume swept by s, as it is rotated
clockwise around d~i until it lies completely outside Hi ,
does not intersect the interior of any object in S n fsg.
Our goal is to construct a maximality-maintenance
structure for a set S of objects lying in the halfspace
Hi , for a given direction of rotation d~i . Without loss
of generality, we describe such a structure for the case
where d~i is the z -axis oriented upwards, and all the
objects in S lie in the positive y-halfspace.
We say that object sj is below object sk if, while
rotating sj counterclockwise by angle  around the z axis (as viewed from above), sj hits sk . An object in S
is maximal if it is not below any other object in S .
First, consider the case when S is a set of n
segments. We x " > 0 and construct a data structure
for answering the following queries: Given a segment q
lying in the positive y halfspace, report the segments
in S that q intersects when rotated counterclockwise
by  around the z -axis. We then query the structure
with each of the segments in S . This can be done in
O(n8=5+" ) time [14, 15]1 . As a result we get a family of
pairs of segments:

f(A1 ; B1 ); (A2 ; B2 ); : : : ; (At ; Bt )g;
satisfying the following conditions. Let ai = jAi j and

bi = jBi j.

(E1) For 1  i  t, we have Ai ; Bi  S , and each
segment of Ai lies below each segment of Bi .

(E2) For every pair s; s0 2 S such that s lies below s0 ,
there is an i  t with s 2 Ai and s0 2 Bi .
(E3)

t
X
i=1

ai = O(n8=5+" ) and

t
X
i=1

bi = O(n8=5+" ).

1 As mentioned in the Introduction, the bound in [14] is

O(n5=3+" ). It has recently been improved to O(n8=5+" ) [15].
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For each segment s, we maintain three lists of
indices A(s); B (s), and NM (s), and a set M of maximal
segments in S , as in the case of translational motion
described in Section 4. All these lists will be updated as
we delete segments from S , but this time the updating
is trivially done on the lists themselves, without using
any additional data structures. This is possible because
of condition (E1), which requires the segments of Ai
to be below those of Bi . (This condition is stronger
than condition (C1), which we used for translational
motions: condition (C1) only requires for each pair
of segments from Ai and Bi that one of them be
below the other. The stronger condition (E1) makes
maintaining the lists A(s), B (s), NM (s) and M much
easier. Enforcing condition (E1) does, however, result
in a loss of eciency. This is why our algorithm
for rotations is slower. Unfortunately, we don't know
how to construct an ecient maximality-maintenance
structure for rotations without enforcing (E1).)
Note that if NM (s) contains index i, that is, s is
below all segments in Bi , it will continue to store i until
all the segments of Bi are deleted. Also note that for a
pair of segments s; s0 2 S , it can be the case that s lies
below s0 and at the same time s0 lies below s.
Clearly the overall update time of the lists, as we
delete all the segments, is proportional to the number
of elements in all the sets Ai , Bi , that is O(n8=5+" ), for
any " > 0. Hence we have:
Theorem 6.1. Given a collection of n segments
in 3-space, a direction of rotation d~ (where all the
objects lie in a halfspace bounded by a plane passing
through the line de ning d~), and a parameter " > 0,
we can construct a maximality-maintenance structure
for direction d~, such that the preprocessing time and the
time to perform n operations on it is O(n8=5+" ).
We can also extend this technique to the case
of polyhedra, along the lines of Section 5, devising
maximality maintenance structures for vertices with
respect to faces, and for faces with respect to vertices.
Omitting all further details from this version, we obtain:
Theorem 6.2. Computing a k-directional assembly sequence for a set of polyhedra in 3-space with m
vertices in total, relative to a given set of k directions,
at least one of which is rotational (or determining that
no such sequence exists), can be done in O(km8=5+" )
time, for any " > 0.
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